
In many countries the problem of drug-taking is increasing. Governments and the general public are 
particularly concerned about young people using illegal drugs such as marijuana, ecstasy and heroic. 
What methods could be used to prevent young people from taking drugs. Is it appropriate to send 
young drug-users to prison? Give reasons for your answer.

Due to scientific advances promotions in different fields of study such as chemistry and pharmacy, most 
of the researchers find the chemical matters’ constituents/components/ingredients easily. In addition, 
some of them mix different items together and make new substances . Some of which play a pivotal role 
in alleviating diseases’ symptoms and some others are not useful and negatively affect consumers’ 
mental or physic. One of the effective ways to decrease the number of users is advertising through 
ubiquitous medias such as TV programs. In this way, not only do individuals get familiar with different 
kinds of drugs, but also they are warned regarding the implications of becoming addicted to some 
habits/things in their life.

Teaching at school, students are notifiedy about some side effects of opium. It means that increasing 
information of pupils associated with consuming drugs in a negative way is like a contributor in tackling 
this difficulty. That young generations are free to choose their favorites is an undeniable fact, hence 
they can shape their favorite lifestyle based on the atmosphere and their outlook on life. Thus, guiding 
under aged peoples’ mind and teaching them not to consume drugs is better than making imposing 
limitations and obligations. In contrast, from some researchers’ point of view introducing harsher 
sentences leads to decreasing declining the incidence quantity of addictioned people in society. For 
instance, punishing drug-dealers or persuading managers of companies to avoid recruiting addicted 
people. anOther notable solution is exposing young generations to a variety of hobbies such as aqua 
parks, well equipped sport centers, cinemas and theater hall salons and encourage them to do exercise 
regularly.

The question about whether imprisoning young addictsed is an effective solution or not has sparked a 
heated debate among people. I, personally, believe that sentding to jail, addicts they become 
completely disappointed about their future. Furthermore, they would establish a relationship with some 
delinquents who could negatively affect afflict them and even learn doing worse deeds that had been 
completely unknown to them before. Society had better consider them patients/sick members and try 
to treat/cure them. To this end, at first authorities should find these members of the public. They can 
send employees to take blood experiments regularly after knowing the consumers, they can provide 
them with some psychological courses that remind recall them there are numerous people like their 
friends and blood relatives who are waiting for to them to define a deadline for to them. And then the 
second examination reveals that what how many percentages gave up using.

On the whole, drug-users are not offenders and should not be sentd to prisons. It is better to treat them 
like patients.


